
Залікова контрольна робота з навчальної дисципліни 

«Загальна теорія другої іноземної мови», 2 курс магістратури 

 

1.Typologically recessive features are: 

a) common features, observed in all the compared languages; 

b) features which are common to any language of the world; 

c) features dominating in one/some/all the contrasted languages and predetermining its structural 

type as analytical or synthetic; 

d) features losing their former dominant role. 

2. Allomorphic features are: 

a) features which are contrasted; 

b) divergent features, observed in one language and missing in others; 

c) common features, observed in all the compared languages; 

d) features which are common to some languages under typological investigation. 

3. Method of oppositions: 

a) A. is used to establish isomorphic, allomorphic, dominant and recessive features   of the languages 

compared and draw conclusions as to their structural types;  

b) B. is used to contrast constituent parts of the language units; 

c) C. is used to establish grammatical categories; 

d) D. is used to represent cognitive processes. 

4. The morpheme is: 

a) a lexical form; 

b) a unit of grammatical meaning; 

c) a minimal meaningful unit of the language; 

d) a meaningful unit of the language. 

5. Find the wrong statement. When grammatical meanings are expressed synthetically, they are 

expressed: 

a) with the help of inflections; 

b) with the help of suppletion; 

c) are expressed within one word; 

d) employing more than one word. 

 6. Find the wrong statement. Grammatical word-morphemes: 

a) have grammatical meanings, homogenous with the corresponding inflections; 

b) are relative; 

c) are not connected with the world of reality through the word they are linked with. 

 7. The term ‘suppletion’ means: 

a) using similar forms to express opposed grammatical meaning; 

b) using different forms to express opposed grammatical meaning; 

c) using different forms to express opposed lexical meaning; 

d) using similar forms to express opposed lexical meaning. 

8. The Ukrainian adjective ‘міський’belongs to the class of: 

a) qualitative adjectives; 

b) relative adjectives; 

c) possessive-relative adjectives; 

d) possessive adjectives. 

9. On the basis of the stem structure the noun ‘ставочок’ is: 

a) allomorphic /diminutive /derivative; 

b) isomorphic /diminutive /derivative; 

c) allomorphic / augmentative /derivative; 

d) isomorphic / augmentative /simple. 

10. On the basis of the stem structure the noun ‘nominee’ is: 

a) allomorphic /international /derivative; 



b) isomorphic /diminutive /derivative; 

c) allomorphic / national /derivative; 

d) isomorphic / international /simple. 

11. On the basis of the stem structure the noun ‘чолов’яга’ is: 

a) allomorphic /diminutive /derivative; 

b) isomorphic /diminutive /derivative; 

c) allomorphic / augmentative /derivative; 

d) isomorphic / augmentative /simple. 

12. On the basis of the stem structure the adverb ‘тихесенько’ is: 

a) qualifying/derivative/isomorphic; 

b) qualifying/derivative/allomorphic; 

c) quantifying/derivative/isomorphic; 

d) quantifying/derivative/allomorphic. 

13. On the basis of the stem structure the verb ‘їстоньки’ is: 

a) isomorphic / derivative/augmentative 

b) allomorphic /derivative/augmentative; 

c) allomorphic / derivative/diminutive; 

d) isomorphic / derivative/deminutive. 

14. Далина. Далечінь. Світлодаль 
a) enumeration; b) nominative sentence; c) asyndeton; d) ellipsis; 

15. Він пив чай з дружиною, лимоном і задоволенням.  
a) Simile; b) oxymoron; c) zeugma; d) periphrasis; 

16. Too much sound deafens us; too much light dazzles us; too great distance hinders our view. 

a) nominative sentence; b) parceling; c) parallel construction; d) detachment; 

17. І шепче, говорить, співає, реве велична ріка. 
a) zeugma; b) paradox; c) climax/gradation; d) simile; 

18. У сорок років він мав сякий-такий капіталець  

a) litotes; b) periphrasis; c) metaphor; d) meiosis; 

19. darkness visible 

a) paradox; b) oxymoron; c) pun; d) simile; 

20. It was a cat-size pony.  
a) litotes; b) meiosis; c) pun; d) simile; 

21. Чорні фраки носилися по всій залі. 
a) metonymy; b) synecdoche; c) metaphor; d) paradox; 

22. Ох і хитрюще! Сонце хитрюще! 

a) framing; b) anaphora; c) epiphora; d) reduplication; 

23. Money is the root of all evils: poverty is the fruit of all goodness. 
a) meiosis; b) zeugma; c) antithesis; d) simile; 

24. Я тягнув на гору віз, а з гори мене він віз.   

a) paradox; b) oxymoron; c) pun; d) zeugma; 

25. I ain’t got no cigarettes from nobody. 

a) repetition; b) tautology; c) asyndeton; d) polysyndeton; 

26. Не те, щоб він не знав можливостей свого бюджету… 

a) epithet; b) meiosis; c) periphrasis; d) litotes; 

27. We lost the game. Yesterday. In extra time.  

a) repetition; b) parceling; c) nominative sentence; d) asyndeton; 

28. The museum spoke of the past. 
a) metaphor; b) metonymy; c) synecdoche; d) oxymoron; 

29. І що це я в тебе такий закоханий? 

a) nominative sentence; b) rhetoric question; c) asyndeton; d) inversion; 

30. Unity of the word is: 

a) Its morphological structure 



b) Its semantic structure and its sound form 

c) Its external and internal structure 

d) Its free and fixed contexts 

31. Find the wrong statements. Native words have the following characteristic features: 

a) are frequent in every-day speech;  

b) they can easily combine with other words;  

c) they usually possess a number of meanings;  

d) their structure is complex and often consists of just several syllables; 

e) stable word combinations – phraseological units include a considerable number of loan words. 

32. The word “рахунок” is borrowed from: 

a) Polish b) German c) French d) Greek e) Flemish f) Turkic g) Russian h) Latin 

33. The word “кохання” is borrowed from: 

a) Polish b) German c) French d) Greek e) Flemish f) Turkic g) Russian h) Latin 

34. The word “парк” is borrowed from: 

a) Polish b) German c) French d) English e) Dutch f) Turkic g) Russian h) Latin 

35. A pair of words “faculty-facility” is called: 

a) Doubled heteronyms b) Etymological homonyms c) Etymological doublets d) doubled polysemes 

36. A range of verbs and adjectives in Ukrainian can only be formed with the prefix and suffix 

being affixed to the stem simultaneously 

a) true  b) false 

37. Prefixoids are dominant in English. 

a) true  b) false  

38. Affixoids are much more numerous in English. 

a) true b) false c) equally represented in both languages 

39. Name the new pattern of word-formation of the words “environment-friendly, computer-

savvy, once-famous ” (write a word in the table). 

40. Name the principle way of word formation of the following words “ wallpaper – to wallpaper, 

private – a private, вовк - дивитися вовком” (write a word in the table) 

 
 

 


